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Though inspired by UK punk, the
Bazooka collective's violent, sexy
graphics spoke in a French accent

1. Unfilled collage (1976) by Kiki
Picasso. The content reflected
the darker side of punk - sick
humour meets sexual fetishism
- while the technique, which
involved drawing over
photographs, was pure DIY.
2 and 3. Olivia Clavel and Kiki
Picasso (ca. 1977) chew on
some Bazooka Bubble Gum -
a brand known for its comic
strip packaging.
4 (opposite). Kiki Picasso's
'Crash' (1977) tapped into
punk's obsession with death
and destruction. (Later, the
Pablo Picasso estate would ban
Bazooka's use of the name.)

There is a traditional story of punk graphic design. It begins
with 'great men' like Jamie Reid (with the Sex Pistols) and
Malcolm Garrett (the Buzzcocks), detours to take in the lesser
men who designed for the indie label explosion, and ends up
with post-punk, typically symbolised by Peter Saville (New
Order, etc.). As a narrative, it's certainly 'designery' and
geographically contained (visual anarchy in the UK). The
trouble is, it has been re-told so many times, there is a danger
of boredom setting in. B-dum, as punks used to say, b-dum...

There are other stories: no less spectacular, but often ignore;
for understandable reasons, and one such originates in France,
and concerns the exploits of a bunch of graphic revolutionnaires
calling themselves 'Bazooka' - a mixed-sex collective. They
had their own handle on the punk aesthetic, and came up
with a look - or rather series of looks - that matched anything
by Reid, Garrett et al. in terms of inventiveness and visceral
impact. Their influence spread to the UK and us thanks to
a handful of devoted fans, One of these was Andy Johnson
(then calling himself'Andy Dog'), who went on to pioneer
a different kind of post-punk design for the Some Bizzare [sic]
label - more about him in a moment. What follows, then, is
a Gallic-flavoured twist on events, and a belated 'salut!' to some
forgotten combatants in the graphic design punk rock wars.

Who were Bazooka? They came together in an art school
in Rouen in 1974, coalescing around the splendidly named Kik:
and Loulou Picasso (real names: Christian Chapiron and Jean-
Louis Dupre). Other collective members comprised Olivia Tele
Clavel (aka Olivia Clavel), Bananar (aka Bernard Vidal), Lulu
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5. Comic strip by Olivia Clavel
(1979), featuring her television-
faced character 'Joe Tele'
and some rough sex in a toilet.
(The notepaper tear-holes
are still visible.)
6. A 'Bazooka jam' (1976) by
Olivia Clavel and Kiki Picasso,
which ends up in a style not
unlike the UK's Savage Pencil.

Larsen (aka Philippe Renault), along with invited artists such
as Philippe Bailly, Bruno Richard, Jean Rouzeau and Pascal
Doury. Art school was the place they came into contact with
ideas from both fine art and graphic design - especially Dadaism
and neo-Dadaism - but it was also where they learned how to
print their own material. Other inspirations included student
recreational reading matter such as satirical monthly Hara Kiri
and American underground comics. Very quickly they were
experimenting as a group with putting out self-published
zines, and an us-against-the-world mentality was taking shape.

When punk exploded in 1976-77, it was the UK rather than
the us version that Bazooka found interessant. American punk
either had a headbanging feel, as in the case of the Ramones,
or a self-consciously arty aesthetic, as exhibited by the Patti
Smith Group and Television (bands that idolised French poets
such as Verlaine and Baudelaire). British punk, by contrast,
seemed to stand for earthier attitudes, such as negationism,
class-based politics (with a stress on 'working-class credibility')
and an all-important belief in DIY ['do-it-yourself'].

This approach was much more Bazooka's line, and indeed
it was the favoured interpretation among French youth in
general. All the key British bands (including the Pistols, the
Clash and the Damned) played in France very early on, and
the first European Punk Rock Festival took place at Mont de
Marsan, in the south, in 1976. Dozens of French bands formed
overnight, and though we never heard much of them in the
UK at the time, many were rather good, as evidenced by the
slew of compilation CDS that have appeared recently. (And,
nope -Plastic Bertrand was Belgian.)

Newly energised, Bazooka worked both together and
individually. They would share zines, sometimes jamming on
comic strips and other graphics, sometimes contributing solo
efforts. They increasingly saw themselves as a kind of rock
band, and although their ethic was that 'anybody could do it',
they were always aware that having been trained at art school
they weren't just anybody. Similarly, while they were smart
enough to know that punk was something new, they were

at the same time conscious of the huge legacy (in France)
of May 1968. Thus, their work in the period 1977-78 became
abatement both against the failure of the radical manifestos
of les evenements, and in favour of punky provocation for its
own sake. Two members of the group in particular were notable
for fusing these themes.

The first was Kiki Picasso, whose style was the most
distinctive. He developed a technique based on the Situationist
trick of 'detourning' found art (see Eye no. 42 vol. 11). He cut up
magazine photos, collaged them together, painted over them
and added script - often handwritten streams of consciousness.
'Back then I was doing things very quickly,' he recalls from his
Paris home. 'This was before computers, and we were using
images that were pornographic, violent and political -
including Chinese and Cuban propaganda posters - in order
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Acolyte in the UK

7. Andy Dog strikes 9 Rotten
pose (1978).
8. Cover for DOG magazine
(1981) - 'The Graphic of Youth'
(no less). Note 'BO' reference
in masthead.
9. Cover of the album Soul
M/n/nffbyTheThe(1983).
The similarity to Un regard
moderns no. 3 (figure 12) is
clear. In fact the model was
one of musician Fela Kuti's
many wives. A different image
was used for the US release.

'Here was
a bunch
of artists,
appearing to
work on one
another's
drawings,
collaborating
more like
a music
group than
as individual
illustrators.'

Andy Dog, real name Andy Johnson,
first saw Bazooka's work in 1977.
Before that he'd been a safety-pins-
and-shouting kind of punk, having
seen the Pistols at the 100 Club in
1976. He was also a comics fanatic.
Now he saw how his two
enthusiasms could be combined:
how punk offered a new paradigm
for comics, a chance to create an
aesthetic that would reflect the
subculture in the way that Robert
Crumb, Rick Griffin and others had
captured and defined the hippie era.

Dog chanced upon the Bazooka
material at a London comics mart.
'The art was very busy, and I liked
the way it was ironic and kitsch,
as well as political and sexual.
Here was a bunch of artists, working
on one another's drawings,
collaborating more like a music
group than as individual illustrators
... it looked completely fresh.'

The Englishman started to
absorb the French influence: 'I took
elements from all the Bazookas,
plus their associate artists - people
like Bruno Richard. For a while I
experimented... painting over
photocopies and photographs. But
I was more interested in drawing.'
He even went to Paris to meet his
heroes: 'I remember having a very

pleasant time wandering through
town with Olivia Clavel.'

Having applied to Camberwell
School of Art and Crafts to study
illustration, Dog joined two other
students to form the Dog Collective.
Here was another anti-auteurist
collaboration dedicated to new
ways of thinking about graphics,
and when the first DOG magazine
appeared in rg8i, it included overt
references to the French group.

By now a regular cartoonist for
the Melody Maker, Dog expanded his
repertoire by helping out his brother
Matt with artwork for the band The
The. The trend in the 19805 was for
Peter Saville-style sleeve art - which
I saw as being very cold. In contrast
I wanted my art to be HOT.' His
colourful, jagged style constituted a
different kind of post-punk aesthetic.

Today, Dog is Andy Johnson once
more, and lives as an artist in rural
Suffolk: The only thing that bothers
him about the r97os-8os graphic
revolution, insofar as he thinks
about it at all, is the way that
designers like Bazooka have been
forgotten in favour of the litany
of Reid/Garrett/Saville. 'History
is always written by the victors,'
he says, 'but believe me, there was
MUCH more going on.'

to make a spontaneous point. Sometimes we had as little
as an hour to put something together.'

Picasso's messy appropriations became a trademark, and
if there is one of his images that stands out, it is 1977*5 'Crash',
a page of doctored photos of a car wreck. There's 'no future' for
the middle-class family involved, and every wound, every piece
of mangled metal, is lovingly depicted. 'The images were from
a medical textbook, and I immediately realised their similarity
to pornography. They were crude, violent and they disturbed
people. My aim at the time, of course, was to do just that -
disturb people.' At first glance, 'Crash' looks like a comic strip
(and does fit Scott McCloud's definition of'images juxtaposed
in deliberate sequence'), but its fetishistic nature cleverly spoke
to a strain of sexuality within punk, and foretold Picasso's own
subsequent design work for sex clubs. Above all, it tapped into
punk's romantic attitude to self-destruction. Car crashes were
everywhere in lyrics, from Wire to the Weirdos, and Ballard's
Crash was an often-referenced punk source (see Eye no. 52 vol.
13). In short, 'Crash' remains one of the simplest, cruellest and
most brilliant pieces of art to come out of the period (see p-sg).

Olivia Clavel was the other pole around which the Bazookas
spun. Her work was more conventional than Picasso's in that
she was further interested in narrative comic strips. But her
spontaneous cartooning - often involving scratchy artwork

and script with crossings-out, presented on ripped-out pieces
of notepaper - was just as new and just as punk. It was in sharp
contrast to the airbrushed fantasy art favoured by leading
French comics periodical Metal Hurlant, and in retrospect her
work was the Gallic equivalent of the 'ratty line' style then
taking shape in Britain and the us. Clavel's most famous strip
character had a TV screen for a face, and became a potent
symbol for punk distrust of the media - a stance that would
increasingly become part of the Bazooka repertoire.

No swastikas

If Picasso and Clavel were the most distinctive of the Bazookas,
the politics of the group were hard to pin down. They wore their
collectivism with pride, and declared themselves against all
forms of auteurism (including the kind of hero worship that
was accorded Metal Hurlant contributors like Moebius). But this
'no more heroes' approach masked the fact that different
members had different political opinions - albeit within a leftist
spectrum. For example, the two Picassos had worked with
French communist youth organisations, while Clavel became
known for contributing to the gay and lesbian press.

Perhaps not surprisingly, then, the most overtly political
Bazooka material flirts with leftist imagery without being
explicit: a reference to anarchism here, a communist star there.
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10. Bazooka's cover for
Un regard moderne no. 3
(May 1978). This brilliantly
original supplement for the
newspaper Liberation ('telling
the news in pictures') saw
a new kind of punk aesthetic
reaching its zenith.

Occasionally, terrorism would enter the frame, as in the case
of references to the Red Army Faction (RAF). The hipness of this
particular group of'urban guerrillas' within punk circles was
underlined when several bands wore or utilised their very cool
logo ('RAF' superimposed over a machine gun superimposed
over a red star) - including the Clash. But, in the end, the
Faction were merciless killers, and the association with them
took punk into regrettable territory.

There were political symbols the Bazookas would not touch.
There is no sense in their work, for example, of attacking
France as a 'failed nation', or of despoiling the flag - as had
happened in Britain. Similarly, there were no swastikas. This
tired staple of certain strains of UK punk design was clearly too
loaded to be used in France. In a country once occupied by the
Nazis, the irony was never going to work. (There is a story,
possibly apocryphal, of how a young Siouxsie Sioux, of the
Banshees, wore her swastika armband on a walk through Paris,
and was promptly confronted by an old woman who slapped
her across the face. Even if the tale is not actually fact, its
existence speaks of a wider truth.)

'Happy Terrorists'

No sooner had the Bazookas established their confrontational,
sexy, spontaneous, sometimes politically ambiguous style, than
they began to be co-opted into the mainstream. The process was
gradual at first, as they started to produce record sleeves for the
Skydog label and tour posters for selected bands. But then they
themselves started to be treated like rock stars by the media:
a status they'd always secretly courted, but which became a
very French kind of celebrity. For example, as a group, they were
invited on to radio and television shows - something that could
never have happened to Reid, Garrett et ol. in the UK due to the
relatively lower cultural standing of designers and artists.

The attention was clearly something the Bazookas relished.
On one notorious occasion, they were special guests on a live
TV pop show, and turned up dressed for the occasion - a motley
gang of spiky vagabonds, with Lulu Picasso (hilariously)

swathed in bandages. When it was time for another guest,
an old-wave chanteuse in the Bonnie Tyler mould, to sing her
song, all of a sudden the punk mummy lollops across the stage
and ruins everything. It's a very funny clip - and the French
equivalent of the 'Grundy moment' (when the Sex Pistols
swore on prime-time TV).

The natural outcome of this process of cultural
rapprochement was that Bazooka were invited to collaborate
with more commercial publications. The most notable of these
was Liberation, the august left-wing newspaper (maybe not yet
the 'mainstream' publication it would become, but definitely
not underground). 'We rationalised the alliance,' says Picasso,
'by telling ourselves that if regular artists could work in
galleries, then we could work in the media.1 Things did not
start well, when they agreed to be hired as part-time editorial
cartoonists and illustrators. Instead, they took it upon
themselves to redesign what they saw as a boring layout.
Photos were cut up and re-situated, columns were jumbled and
re-pasted, and new captions and comments added. 'We wanted
to make the paper more beautiful,' he says without irony.
'In a conventional newspaper, the image is at the service of the
article: it's there to back up what the journalist says. But we
wanted to play with that. Readability wasn't our first priority.'
Not surprisingly, the new team was fired, and the Picasso
'brothers' ended up being physically ejected from the building.

However, Liberation's readership was not as against the new
look as its management, and the paper devoted a double-page
spread to letters of reaction to the Bazooka sacking. Cautiously,
very cautiously, the punk rock nightmares were invited back -
this time to produce a supplement. At least now the Bazookas
could do their own thing, in their own space. This turned into
a short-lived monthly magazine, entitled Un regard moderne
(1978), which many believe to be the group's finest hour. With
a regular schedule, and the luxury of two-colour covers, they
set about commenting on topical events via oblique graphic
essays ('We saw it as encapsulating the month's news in
images', according to Picasso). The result was a honed version
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11. Fold-out sleeve for the
album Armed Forces by Elvis
Costello (1979). Barney
Bubbles' design featured the
work of Bazooka, in the form
of the images of armed forces
detourned from 'official'
sources. This was Bazooka's
high point in terms of visibility
in the UK, and they went
on to design a copy of the NME
(cover teaser: 'Is Britain ready
for French rock?').

'We were
using images
that were
pornographic,
violent and
political -
including
Chinese
and Cuban
propaganda
posters -
to make a
spontaneous
point.'
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Text Box
Fonte: Eye, v.16, n. 61, p. 58-64. Autumn 2006.




